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commonly used in scientific applications (e.g. searching, graphs,
statistics, equation solving, Monte Carlo methods etc.).
XML. Corso di programmazione - 2002

Guida a Unix con Linux - Jack Dent 2001

Informatica - G. Michael Schneider 2013

Java. Fondamenti di programmazione. Con CD-ROM - Harvey M. Deitel
2003

C. Corso completo di programmazione - Harvey M. Deitel 2007

Reti di calcolatori - Larry L. Peterson 2008

C How to Program - Paul J. Deitel 2015-03-09
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media,
website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. For courses in computer programming C How to
Program is a comprehensive introduction to programming in C. Like
other texts of the Deitels’ How to Program series, the book serves as a
detailed beginner source of information for college students looking to
embark on a career in coding, or instructors and software-development
professionals seeking to learn how to program with C. The Eighth Edition
continues the tradition of the signature Deitel “Live Code” approach-presenting concepts in the context of full-working programs rather than
incomplete snips of code. This gives readers a chance to run each
program as they study it and see how their learning applies to real world

Reti logiche - 2008
Linux Espresso For Dummies II Ed - Phil Hughes 2001
Visual Basic 2012 - PAUL J.. DEITEL DEITEL (HARVEY M.) 2013
C++. Fondamenti di programmazione - Harvey M. Deitel 2014
Scientific Programming - Luciano Maria Barone 2014
The book teaches students to model a scientific problem and write a
computer program in C language to solve that problem. It introduces the
basics of C language, and then describes and discusses algorithms
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programming scenarios.
Bibliografia nazionale italiana - 2005-07

You Will Learn C! Zed Shaw has crafted the perfect course for the
beginning C programmer eager to advance their skills in any language.
Follow it and you will learn the many skills early and junior programmers
need to succeed–just like the hundreds of thousands of programmers Zed
has taught to date! You bring discipline, commitment, persistence, and
experience with any programming language; the author supplies
everything else. In Learn C the Hard Way , you’ll learn C by working
through 52 brilliantly crafted exercises. Watch Zed Shaw’s teaching
video and read the exercise. Type his code precisely. (No copying and
pasting!) Fix your mistakes. Watch the programs run. As you do, you’ll
learn what good, modern C programs look like; how to think more
effectively about code; and how to find and fix mistakes far more
efficiently. Most importantly, you’ll master rigorous defensive
programming techniques, so you can use any language to create
software that protects itself from malicious activity and defects. Through
practical projects you’ll apply what you learn to build confidence in your
new skills. Shaw teaches the key skills you need to start writing excellent
C software, including Setting up a C environment Basic syntax and
idioms Compilation, make files, and linkers Operators, variables, and
data types Program control Arrays and strings Functions, pointers, and
structs Memory allocation I/O and files Libraries Data structures,
including linked lists, sort, and search Stacks and queues Debugging,
defensive coding, and automated testing Fixing stack overflows, illegal
memory access, and more Breaking and hacking your own C code It’ll Be
Hard at First. But Soon, You’ll Just Get It–And That Will Feel Great! This
tutorial will reward you for every minute you put into it. Soon, you’ll
know one of the world’s most powerful programming languages. You’ll
be a C programmer.
Javascript In Easy Steps - 2003-08-27
JavaScript in easy steps, now in its third edition, instructs the reader how
to add functionality (logic) and dynamic effects (DHTML) to web pages.
It contains separate chapters on all major features of the JavaScript
language. There are code examples and browser screenshots illustrating
each aspect of JavaScript. This popular title is updated for the Document

C++ Primer - Stanley Lippman 2012-08-06
Bestselling Programming Tutorial and Reference Completely Rewritten
for the New C++11 Standard Fully updated and recast for the newly
released C++11 standard, this authoritative and comprehensive
introduction to C++ will help you to learn the language fast, and to use it
in modern, highly effective ways. Highlighting today’s best practices, the
authors show how to use both the core language and its standard library
to write efficient, readable, and powerful code. C++ Primer, Fifth
Edition, introduces the C++ standard library from the outset, drawing on
its common functions and facilities to help you write useful programs
without first having to master every language detail. The book’s many
examples have been revised to use the new language features and
demonstrate how to make the best use of them. This book is a proven
tutorial for those new to C++, an authoritative discussion of core C++
concepts and techniques, and a valuable resource for experienced
programmers, especially those eager to see C++11 enhancements
illuminated. Start Fast and Achieve More Learn how to use the new
C++11 language features and the standard library to build robust
programs quickly, and get comfortable with high-level programming
Learn through examples that illuminate today’s best coding styles and
program design techniques Understand the “rationale behind the rules”:
why C++11 works as it does Use the extensive crossreferences to help
you connect related concepts and insights Benefit from up-to-date
learning aids and exercises that emphasize key points, help you to avoid
pitfalls, promote good practices, and reinforce what you’ve learned
Access the source code for the extended examples from
informit.com/title/0321714113 C++ Primer, Fifth Edition, features an
enhanced, layflat binding, which allows the book to stay open more easily
when placed on a flat surface. This special binding method—notable by a
small space inside the spine—also increases durability.
Learn C the Hard Way - Zed A. Shaw 2015-08-10
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Object Model used by modern browsers and includes examples showing
how to develop Rich Internet Applications(RIAs) using the latest
techniques employing Asynchronous JavaScript And XML (AJAX).·
Introducing JavaScript · Performing Operations · Making Statements ·
Using arrays · Date and Time · Doing Mathematics · Addressing Page
Objects · Window Properties · Document Properties· Form Properties ·
Event Handler· JavaScript in DHTML· JavaScript in e-commerce
Dal problema al programma. Introduzione al problem-solving in
linguaggio C - Gianpiero Cabodi 2016

commentati - Marco Liverani 2020-04-01
Questo testo propone un percorso didattico che, procedendo attraverso
esempi, esercizi e problemi di difficoltà crescente, presenta gli elementi
fondamentali del linguaggio di programmazione C e, al tempo stesso, si
sofferma ad analizzare gli aspetti algoritmici e di efficienza
computazionale che conducono alla progettazione di soluzioni efficaci ed
eleganti. Non si tratta dunque di un manuale sul linguaggio C, ma
sarebbe riduttivo considerarlo come una semplice raccolta di esercizi.
L’itinerario suggerito nelle pagine di questo volume, alterna
continuamente la descrizione di nuove istruzioni e di nuove funzioni di
libreria, a riflessioni di carattere metodologico per evidenziare le scelte
progettuali adottate nella soluzione dei problemi proposti.
Programmazione con strutture dati in C - D. Calvanese 2020-10-01
Questo libro affronta la programmazione in C con l'obiettivo di fornire gli
strumenti e le tecniche di programmazione più consolidati. L'attenzione è
rivolta non solo al progetto di algoritmi ed allo sviluppo di programmi,
ma anche allo studio delle principali strutture di dati e delle diverse
tecniche per la loro rappresentazione ed il loro uso in C.
Dal problema al programma - Giampiero Cabodi 2014-09
Questo libro si propone di rispondere a una delle sfide più impegnative
poste dai primi corsi di Programmazione nelle lauree di area scientifica e
tecnologica: la necessità di acquisire non solo un nuovo strumento (il
linguaggio, con la sua sintassi e le sue specificità), ma una nuova
mentalità, una metodologia strutturata orientata alla risoluzione di
problemi. L’enfasi del testo è posta proprio sul “problem-solving”: dopo
la presentazione di uno schema generale per la classificazione dei
problemi computazionali, il lettore è guidato passo passo nella
risoluzione delle diverse tipologie di problemi, dalla costruzione di un
modello formale alla definizione di un algoritmo alla scrittura del
programma. Si presuppone la conoscenza sintattica dei principali
costrutti del linguaggio C (che vengono comunque richiamati in un
capitolo apposito). L’esposizione si basa in gran parte sugli esempi, svolti
in notevole dettaglio, e su un gran numero di esercizi, molti dei quali
corredati da soluzione.Gianpiero Cabodi è professore associato di Sistemi

Java(tm)2: A Beginner's Guide - Herbert Schildt 2002-12-16
Bestselling author and programming guru Herb Schildt brings you Java 2
essentials in this newly updated introductory guide. Covering the latest
I/O classes and features, this book teaches you Java 2 fundamentals
through hands-on projects, end-of-module reviews, annotated code
samples, and Q&A sections.
C Programming - k. N. King 2017-07-13
C++ was written to help professional C# developers learn modern C++
programming. The aim of this book is to leverage your existing C#
knowledge in order to expand your skills. Whether you need to use C++
in an upcoming project, or simply want to learn a new language (or
reacquaint yourself with it), this book will help you learn all of the
fundamental pieces of C++ so you can begin writing your own C++
programs.This updated and expanded second edition of Book provides a
user-friendly introduction to the subject, Taking a clear structural
framework, it guides the reader through the subject's core elements. A
flowing writing style combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams
throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the most
complex of concepts. This succinct and enlightening overview is a
required reading for all those interested in the subject .We hope you find
this book useful in shaping your future career & Business.
Giornale della libreria - 2001
Programmare in C. Guida al linguaggio attraverso esercizi svolti e
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di elaborazione delle informazioni presso il Dipartimento di Automatica e
Informatica del Politecnico di Torino. Paolo Enrico Camurati è professore
ordinario di Sistemi di elaborazione delle informazioni presso il
Dipartimento di Automatica e Informatica del Politecnico di Torino. Paolo
Pasini è iscritto al XXVIII ciclo del Dottorato di Ricerca in Ingegneria
Informatica e dei Sistemi presso il Politecnico di Torino. Denis Patti è
iscritto al XXIX ciclo del Dottorato di Ricerca in Ingegneria Informatica e
dei Sistemi presso il Politecnico di Torino. Danilo Vendraminetto è
iscritto al XXVII ciclo del Dottorato di Ricerca in Ingegneria Informatica
e dei Sistemi presso il Politecnico di Torino.
Visual Basic 6 how to Program - Harvey M. Deitel 2003-05-01
45695-4 The Complete, authoritative introduction to Visual Basic 6 Visual
Basic 6 is revolutionizing software development with multimediaintensive, object-oriented, compiled code for conventional and
Internet/Intranet-based applications, This new volumes in the Deitels'
How to Program Series -- the world's most widely used
introductory/intermediate, college-level programming language textbook
series -- explains Visual Basic 6's extraordinary capabilities. Dr Harvey
M. Deitel and Paul J. Deitel are the principals of Deitel & Associates, Inc.,
the internationally-recognized training organizations specializing in Java,
C, C++, Visual Basic and object technologies. They are also the authors
of the world's #1 introductory C, C++ and Java textbooks -- C How to
Program, C++ How to Program, and Java How to Program. The Deitels
and their colleague, Tem R. Nieto, introduce the fundamentals of objectoriented programming in Visual Basic 6. ADO * Multimedia: Images,
animation, audio, video * Files, databases, networking * Graphics, string,
data structures, collections * GUI, control creation Visual Basic 6 How to
Program helps you build real-world VB6 applications. It includes: *
Hundreds of live-code programs with screen captures that show exact
outputs * Extensive exercises (many with answers) accompanying every
chapter * Hundreds of tips, recommended practices, and cautions -- all
marked with icons Visual Basic How to Program is the centerpiece of a
complete family of resources for teaching and learning VB6, including a
Web site (http: //www prenhall.com.deitel) with the book's source-code
deitel-deitel-c-corso-completo-di-programmazione

examples and other information for faculty, students and professional
programmers; and optional interactive CD-ROM (Visual Basic 6
Multimedia Cyber Classroom) containing extensive interactivity features
-- such as thousands of hyperlinks, audio walkthorughs of the code
examples and solutions to about half the exercises in Visual Basic 6 How
to Program -- and e-mail access to the authors at deitel@deitel.com For
information on corporate on-site seminars Basic software, documentation
and demos http: //www microsoft.com/vbasic or http: //www developer.
Visual Basic.NET. Corso di programmazione - Harvey M. Deitel 2003
An Introduction to Operating Systems - Harvey M. Deitel 1990
Software -- Operating Systems.
Data Structures and Algorithms in Java - Michael T. Goodrich
2014-01-28
The design and analysis of efficient data structures has long been
recognized as a key component of the Computer Science curriculum.
Goodrich, Tomassia and Goldwasser's approach to this classic topic is
based on the object-oriented paradigm as the framework of choice for
the design of data structures. For each ADT presented in the text, the
authors provide an associated Java interface. Concrete data structures
realizing the ADTs are provided as Java classes implementing the
interfaces. The Java code implementing fundamental data structures in
this book is organized in a single Java package, net.datastructures. This
package forms a coherent library of data structures and algorithms in
Java specifically designed for educational purposes in a way that is
complimentary with the Java Collections Framework.
Programming Languages: Principles and Paradigms - Maurizio Gabbrielli
2010-03-23
This excellent addition to the UTiCS series of undergraduate textbooks
provides a detailed and up to date description of the main principles
behind the design and implementation of modern programming
languages. Rather than focusing on a specific language, the book
identifies the most important principles shared by large classes of
languages. To complete this general approach, detailed descriptions of
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the main programming paradigms, namely imperative, object-oriented,
functional and logic are given, analysed in depth and compared. This
provides the basis for a critical understanding of most of the
programming languages. An historical viewpoint is also included,
discussing the evolution of programming languages, and to provide a
context for most of the constructs in use today. The book concludes with
two chapters which introduce basic notions of syntax, semantics and
computability, to provide a completely rounded picture of what
constitutes a programming language. /div
An Opening Repertoire for the Attacking Player - Raymond D. Keene
1994

chapter explores problems that are not designed with a single issue in
mind but instead call for the combination of a variety of techniques,
rounding out the book’s coverage. Though the book’s primary focus is on
functions of one real variable, basic ordinary differential equations
(separation of variables, linear first order and constant coefficients
ODEs) are also discussed. The material is taken from actual written tests
that have been delivered at the Engineering School of the University of
Genoa. Literally thousands of students have worked on these problems,
ensuring their real-world applicability.
Java. Tecniche avanzate di programmazione - Harvey M. Deitel 2004
C - Paul J. Deitel 2016

Introduzione al linguaggio C - Delores M. Etter 2001
Catalogo dei libri in commercio - 2003
The Art of UNIX Programming - Eric S. Raymond 2003-09-23
The Art of UNIX Programming poses the belief that understanding the
unwritten UNIX engineering tradition and mastering its design patterns
will help programmers of all stripes to become better programmers. This
book attempts to capture the engineering wisdom and design philosophy
of the UNIX, Linux, and Open Source software development community
as it has evolved over the past three decades, and as it is applied today
by the most experienced programmers. Eric Raymond offers the next
generation of "hackers" the unique opportunity to learn the connection
between UNIX philosophy and practice through careful case studies of
the very best UNIX/Linux programs.
Calculus Problems - Marco Baronti 2016-11-01
This book, intended as a practical working guide for calculus students,
includes 450 exercises. It is designed for undergraduate students in
Engineering, Mathematics, Physics, or any other field where rigorous
calculus is needed, and will greatly benefit anyone seeking a problemsolving approach to calculus. Each chapter starts with a summary of the
main definitions and results, which is followed by a selection of solved
exercises accompanied by brief, illustrative comments. A selection of
problems with indicated solutions rounds out each chapter. A final
deitel-deitel-c-corso-completo-di-programmazione

Eloquent JavaScript - Marijn Haverbeke 2011-01-15
JavaScript is at the heart of almost every modern Web application,
whether it's Google Apps, Twitter, or the newest browser-based game.
Though it's simple for beginners to pick up and play with, JavaScript is
not a toy—it's a flexible and complex language that can be used to build
full-scale applications. Eloquent JavaScript dives into this flourishing
language and teaches you to write code that's beautiful and effective. By
immersing you in example code and encouraging experimentation right
from the start, the author quickly gives you the tools you need to build
your own programs. As you follow along with examples like an artificial
life simulation and a version of the classic game Sokoban, you'll learn to:
–Understand the essential elements of programming: syntax, control, and
data –Use object-oriented and functional programming techniques to
organize and clarify your programs –Script the browser and make basic
Web applications –Work with tools like regular expressions and
XMLHttpRequest objects And since programming is an art that's best
learned by doing, all example code is available online in an interactive
sandbox for you to experiment with. With Eloquent JavaScript as your
guide, you can tweak, expand, and modify the author's code, or throw it
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and performance Techniques to help readers of code understand and
reason about it, focusing on such properties as rep invariants and
abstraction functions Type hierarchy and its use in defining families of
related data abstractions Debugging, testing, and requirements analysis
Program design as a top-down, iterative process, and design patterns
The Java programming language is used for the book's examples.
However, the techniques presented are language independent, and an
introduction to key Java concepts is included for programmers who may
not be familiar with the language.
Java - Walter J. Savitch 2004
Best-selling author, Walter Savitch, uses a conversational style to teach
programmers problem solving and programming techniques with Java.
Readers are introduced to object-oriented programming and important
computer science concepts such as testing and debugging techniques,
program style, inheritance, and exception handling. It includes thorough
coverage of the Swing libraries and event driven programming. The Java
coverage is a concise, accessible introduction that covers key language
features. Thorough early coverage of objects is included, with an
emphasis on applications over applets. The author includes a highly
flexible format that allows readers to adapt coverage of topics to their
preferred order. Although the book does cover such more advanced
topics as inheritance, exception handling, and the Swing libraries, it
starts from the beginning, and it teaches traditional, more basic
techniques, such as algorithm design. The volume provides concise
coverage of computers and Java objects, primitive types, strings, and
interactive I/O, flow of control, defining classes and methods, arrays,
inheritance, exception handling, streams and file I/O, recursion, window
interfaces using swing objects, and applets and HTML. For
Programmers.

away and build your own creations from scratch. Before you know it,
you'll be fluent in the language of the Web.
Red Hat Linux 9 Unleashed - Bill Ball 2003
The best, most comprehensive coverage of the leading Linux distribution
on the market.
Program Development in Java - Barbara Liskov 2000-06-06
Written by a world-renowned expert on programming methodology, and
the winner of the 2008 Turing Award, this book shows how to build
production-quality programs--programs that are reliable, easy to
maintain, and quick to modify. Its emphasis is on modular program
construction: how to get the modules right and how to organize a
program as a collection of modules. The book presents a methodology
effective for either an individual programmer, who may be writing a
small program or a single module in a larger one; or a software engineer,
who may be part of a team developing a complex program comprised of
many modules. Both audiences will acquire a solid foundation for objectoriented program design and component-based software development
from this methodology. Because each module in a program corresponds
to an abstraction, such as a collection of documents or a routine to
search the collection for documents of interest, the book first explains
the kinds of abstractions most useful to programmers: procedures;
iteration abstractions; and, most critically, data abstractions. Indeed, the
author treats data abstraction as the central paradigm in object-oriented
program design and implementation. The author also shows, with
numerous examples, how to develop informal specifications that define
these abstractions--specifications that describe what the modules do--and
then discusses how to implement the modules so that they do what they
are supposed to do with acceptable performance. Other topics discussed
include: Encapsulation and the need for an implementation to provide
the behavior defined by the specification Tradeoffs between simplicity
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